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PSYC 245

Social Psychology

Spring 2013
Section AO: Daily 12:00-1:00pm
Sexton 6016










Instructor 		Dr. J’Lene George
Office: Wells Hall 1011K		Email: jgeorge@wvc.edu
Phone: 682-6765 			Website: commons.wvc.edu/jgeorge

Textbook	Myers, D. G. (2009) Exploring Social Psychology 5th Ed.  ISBN: 978-07-337064-4

Office Hours		Daily 11:00 to 12:00 or by appointment


Course Description



A theoretical and practical study of the social influence that helps determine human behavior. Small groups, mass media, advertising, propaganda, the role of nature and nurture, cognition, discrimination/prejudice, persuasion, conformity, obedience, aggression, and attraction are among the topics considered. Small-group experiences are also included.


Course Objectives


Demonstrate competence with the course goals above specific to the language, people, theory, and research of social psychology.
Bridge the gap between theory and practice by appropriately integrating the various aspects of social psychology listed above into their personal lives in order to live more effectively.
“Unlearn” old/outdated/useless information and behavior concerning social psychology and/or themselves.
Successfully work independently as well as collectively.
Respect the thoughts and ideas of others, appreciating the similarities and differences between individuals.
Develop a positive attitude towards the discipline of social psychology and complete the course with a positive feeling of acquiring useful knowledge/skills that can be used presently and/or within the context of future academic and work related settings.






Course Evaluation


Points are assigned for each in class assignment/reflection, out-of-class assignments, and exams. Three multiple-choice exams will be administered throughout the quarter. Grades will be determined based on your percentage of possible points using the following scale:
Evaluation Tool

% of Grade
Grade Determination
Tests
Mini-Studies
Class Participation
(Approx. 100 points each)



TOTALS
40%
40%
20%

100%
Test Avg. x .40 = 
Mini Studies x .40 = 


Final Grade

Your final grade will be converted into a letter grade using the scale published in the course syllabus:

	A = 94-100	A- = 90-92	
B+ = 87-89	B = 83-86	B- = 80-82	
	C+ = 77-79	C = 73-76	C- = 70-72	
D+ = 65-69	D = 60-64	F = <59

Student Responsibilities


Each student is expected to study outside of class, and take an active role in lecture. Regular attendance and participation is required to earn an A in this class. 
	Exams will cover assigned reading, lecture and assignments.  Please be aware that I will not lecture on every piece of the text, but you are still responsible for knowing this material unless I tell you otherwise.
	As a courtesy to fellow students, please turn off your cell phone during classroom instruction, discussion, and exam time. Texting in class will result in the student being released from the classroom and loss of Participation Points.
	Policy on late assignments: Late work is rarely accepted.  A valid and documentable reason must be provided for any credit to be given.  The instructor reserves the right to reduce credit for late work.  
	Academic honesty:  Please review the policies of WVC regarding academic honesty in the WVC handbook. Any issues involving academic dishonesty will be handled according to these policies/procedures.
Citations and references in APA format are required on ALL mini0study assignments.

Note


Each student is expected to exhibit behavior that demonstrates respect for others and acknowledges the right of all students to an education.

Individuals who have a disability, either temporary or permanent, which might affect their ability to perform in this class, are encouraged to inform the college disability services coordinator (509.682.6854) at the start of the quarter.
Course Calendar

				

Unit
TOPIC
ASSIGNMENT
1
Introduction to Social Psychology

Modules 1 and 2
2

Social Thinking: Social Perception
Modules 3 -5
3

Social Thinking: Social Cognition
Attitudes
Modules 6-8
4

Social Thinking: Attitudes
EXAM 1 (Units 1- 4)(Modules 1-11)

Modules 9-11

5

Social Influence: Social Identity 

Modules 12 and 13
6

Social Influence: Conformity 
Persuasion
Modules  14 -16
7

Social Influence: Group Influence
EXAM 2 (Units 5-7)

Modules 17-21
8
 Social Relations: Prejudice & Aggression

Modules  22-25
9

Social Relations: Attraction
Modules 26-27
10

Social Relations: Helping
Modules 28-31
*Mini-Study Binder Due

EXAM 3 (Units 9-12)


*The course schedule is subject to change due to instructor discretion.

Exam Information


In the event a student is unable to participate on the day of an exam the following process will be followed. The exam must be completed within one week of the original examination date in order for the student to receive full credit. The student will be allowed to make up the missed exam as long as the following criteria are met. It is the student responsibility to:

	Notify the instructor in advance of the exam date by calling (509.682.6765) or emailing (jgeorge@wvc.edu).

Arrange a date and time in agreement with the instructor to make up the exam.
	Provide a valid and documentable reason for missing the exam.

*One make-up exam will be allowed per quarter.

